February 26, 2021
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE.

Dance Hub ATL
dance.hub.atl@gmail.com
Instagram: @dance_hub_atl

Announcing a formation of a new creative structure in the Atlanta dance scene!

Dance Hub ATL was chosen among 70 proposals from the Atlanta community to become a resident of the Hambidge Cross-Pollination Art Lab, curated by Hambidge Center in partnership with Rubenstein Partners and Uptown Atlanta with funding from Lubo Fund and Fulton County Arts and Culture.

Dance Hub ATL consists of 7 professional artists representing a diverse collective of artistic disciplines including dance theatre, Butoh, modern/contemporary dance, and performance art: Jessica Bertram, Leo Briggs, Porter Grubbs, Jacob Lavoie, Catherine Messina, Frankie Mulinix, and Nadya Zeitlin.

Dance Hub ATL will create a center of activity, pulsating with energy of curiosity, beauty and experiment, bringing life and vibrancy to the space from February through June, 2021. Artists will develop ideas among each other and artists of other disciplines, and share the inspiration and magic of unexpected art with passers-by and invited audiences.

Each artist will inhabit the space differently. Personal projects include movement research, rehearsals and performances, live collaborations with composers and musicians, classes (virtual and in-person), installations, meditative practices, and site-specific performances outside the area surrounding the studio.

To start, through a shared Instagram account @dance_hub_atl all seven artists will give the general public a glimpse into the artistry and creative explorations happening within the space. Curious audiences will be able to watch creative processes and scheduled performances in person through windows of the space or at the outdoor patio. Any public viewing opportunities will be posted on the @dance_hub_atl Instagram account.

Dance Hub ATL artists are committed to maintaining all the safety precautions recommended by CDC such as wearing masks, washing or sanitizing hands regularly, and keeping a 6 feet distance between people in the space.

The formation of the Dance Hub ATL was facilitated by Nadya Zeitlin.

- Physical address: 2450 Piedmont Rd NE, Suite 110, Atlanta, GA, 30324.
- For inquiries about Dance Hub ATL please contact dance.hub.atl@gmail.com.
- Please follow @dance_hub_atl on Instagram for more information and upcoming performances.
- More about Hambidge Cross-Pollination Art Lab and other residents here: https://www.hambidge.org/art-lab-studios
- Artists CVs and headshots: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LC6fob3cQQLdjjlkVNxj5wH_vhqaBaNG?usp=sharing